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Programmatically-bought advertising is typically 
known for 3 things:

1. Automating buying processes [sort of]

2. Enabling the targeting of ‘audiences’

3. Machine learning/ AI optimized campaigns
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AUDIENCE DATA TYPES

1st party - My own customers. My data.

2nd party - Your customers. You share the data with me.

3rd party - Someone else’s customers; don’t know who.
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We had a closer look 
at 3rd party audiences 
and validated these 
using 1st party data.

Results: 
16-90% accurate



What does accuracy mean?

We need to consider 
audience results with and 
without targeting. 

Results (vs. no targeting):
0-123% improvement



COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Digital ad costs:
– Ad serving, verification and agency of record

Programmatic campaign costs:
– DSP, SSP, trading desk and 3rd party data

ØBanner ad: extra costs for targeting of 151%



GAIN: LOSS:
123% 151%



BENCHMARKING POTENTIAL
Gender: 50% correct identification by chance

ØMaximum possible improvement: 100%

Same logic applies to many popular audiences:

ØAdvertisers want scale when selecting audiences

ØScale means the attribute is found frequently



3rd PARTY AUDIENCE ISSUES 
Unknown data quality; often inaccurate

Cost-benefit ratio is often poor: negative ROI

Also consider: 
Ø Where is the data coming from? Data leakage?

Ø Do I really need the targeting attribute in theory?



1st party My own customers.

2nd party Your customers. We share the data.

3rd party Someone else’s customers; don’t know who.



We love machine-learning/ AI campaigns 
because they always look so great in our 
analytics dashboards and attribution models.

However, they often just fool the attribution 
systems. In particular, for targeted campaigns.



Algorithms blindly connect dots.
They fit curves and find 
correlations & associations.



Measurement = baseline + ad effect

Targeting affects this part: 
Find people who are most 

likely to convert



Example: Joe and Jane differ in their 
conversion probability, independent of ads

Joe’s conversion =  0.5 + ad effect

Jane’s conversion    = 0.1 + ad effect
= 0.1

(no targeting)

=  0.5



Correlation 
Fallacy



ATTRIBUTION CASE STUDY IAG
4 month retargeting campaign auto insurance:
ØLast-touch attribution: 1767 sales

ØAlgorithmic attribution model: 1676 sales

ØTrue impact (proper experiment): -26 sales





What sounds great on paper may not work 
in reality.

Mass-marketing (branding/ prospecting) 
campaigns without targeting and audience-
data create better ROIs in many situations. 

Always wear your business hat and put 
yourself in your customer’s shoes. 



Questions?

Get in Touch!

n.neumann@mbs.edu 
or

analytics-whisperer.com


